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PRESCRIPTIONS ARE ASSERTIONS: 
AN ESSAY ON MORAL SYNTAX 
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n V>/ff with her head!" serves as well for 
our paradigm of a command as "Thou shalt 
not murder."1 Reasons are not required for 

making a command; the degree to which 
an utterance must be justified by reasons 

is the degree to which the utterance is not 
a command. Commands cannot contain 

"oughts"; they cannot be put in the past 
tense. Prescriptions, on the other hand, are 

quite empty without reasons to justify 
them. Quintessentially, they take the form 
of "ought" statements and are as much at 
home in the past as the present and the fu? 
ture tenses. Commandments gain their 
force and power by their enforcement (be 
it hell or beheadment); prescriptions gain 
their power by reason.2 

Now, one could stipulate that prescrip? 
tions are a subset of commands. Were one 
to do so, then the task would be to show 
how "ought" statements are a subset of 
commands. But given that prescriptions 
paradigmatically take the form of "ought" 
statements while commands do not, the de? 
bate will be pressed here in terms of 

determining whether or not prescriptions 
are commands. And given the quasi-gram? 

matical facts outlined in the opening 
paragraph, it is hard to see why one might 
think that prescriptions are a subset of com? 

mands, or how one might complexify or 
add conditions onto the logic of commands 
in order to capture the logic of prescriptions. 

Nevertheless, this is the methodology of 
the (justly called) foremost theory of pre? 
scriptions of this century. According to R. M. 

Hare, while both commands and prescrip? 
tions are identical in their "prescriptivity," 
the latter are a subset of the former insofar 
as prescriptions are "universalized com? 

mands" or are "principles." Universaliza 

bility is based on the fact that 
one cannot with logical consistency, where 
a and b are two individuals, say that a ought, 
in a certain situation specified in universal 
terms without reference to individuals, to act 
in a certain way, also specified in universal 
terms, but that b ought not to act in a simi? 

larly specified way in a similarly specified 
situation. This is because in any "ought" 
statement there is implicitly a principle 

which says that the statement applies to all 

precisely similar situations.3 

Hare's analysis of prescriptions as univer? 
salized commands has not, of course, gone 
uncriticized. In particular, it has been 

plagued by two quite different sorts of 

problem. The first is that universalizability, 
all by itself, does not give us any insight at 
all into a method of divvying up situations 
so that all the "precisely similar ones" are 

separated out. It gives us no method by 
which we might delimit the scope of a pre? 
scription so that we may know to whom it 

applies to and whom it does not. So, 

universalizability is threatened with the 

1 
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triviality of being able to say only that 
"cases are alike, morally or in any other 

respect, unless they are different."4 

Now, in response to this type of criticism, 
Hare could rightly claim that his is not the 

only theory beset with the difficulties of 

explicating similarity, and that this by itself 
is not a reason to reject a theory. Under? 

standing similarity is an ongoing project 
in metaphysics, and Hare has as much right 
as any philosopher to bank on the promis? 
sory note of those who specifically work 
on the problem.5 Nevertheless, it must be 
admitted by Hare that it is unfortunate that 

universalizability by itself leaves us so 

completely bereft at this vital point. And 
his analysis of the logic of prescriptions 
has no other resources with which to in? 

vestigate different settings of the scope of 
the quantifier that is implicit in prescrip? 
tions. It would be nice (and clearly 
non-trivial!) if a logical analysis of prescrip? 
tions gave us some guidance in figuring out 
to whom, or to what circumstances, the pre? 

scription applies and to whom or what it does 
not. An analysis of prescriptions that could 

provide some guidance here will therefore 
have a theoretical advantage over Hare's. 

The second criticism of Hare's analysis 
is ironically different than the triviality 
complaint. This is to say that the analysis 
of prescriptions is not strictly logical in 

character, since its treatment of universali? 

zability has substantial moral assumptions 
built into it.6 And this seems true insofar 
as Hare is using universalizability as a 

foundation for his (in)famous argument for 

utilitarianism; for here it is claimed that 

universalizability itself implies impartial? 
ity between preferences and ideals. Take 
the cases of a car owner and a bicycle 
owner who both want the same parking 
spot, but the bicycle owner gets there first: 

[Universalizability] is why (and this is in? 

teresting and significant) in both cases, the 
conclusion is that the bicycle ought to be 

moved; this is because . . . [each person, af? 

ter undergoing the appropriate impartializing 
thought process, will see that the bicycle] 
owner's desire to leave it where it is is less 
than the car-owner's desire to park his car. 

We see here in miniature how the requirement 
to universalize our prescriptions generates 
utilitarianism.7 

And it is surprising that something claimed 

by many to be trivial could generate such 
a powerful result. But the charge against 

Hare here is really only made against his 

saying that universalizability implies im? 

partiality, and from there to his argument 
for utilitarianism. The charge is not lev? 
eled at his analysis of prescriptions as 

universalized commands. Those who are 

claiming that Hare builds too much into 

universalizability are not rejecting his 
claim that prescriptions are universalized. 

Indeed, that prescriptions are universalized 
seems to be one claim that no one finds 
contentious (and this itself might fuel some 

triviality claims). Capturing some sort of 

non-morally substantial yet logically non 

trivial universalizability seems to be a 
desideratum of any successful analysis of 
the logic of prescriptions. 

But leaving aside the question of whether 
or not universalizability entails impartial? 
ity, there are two problems for Hare similar 
to the claim that his analysis of prescriptions 
carries too many substantial commitments 
or presumptions. The first is that Hare says 
that his account commits one to ethical 

internalism, which is the thought that the 

recognition of a moral consideration en? 

tails having a motive to act in accord with 

it.8 The problem here is that one ought to 

find it strange that an analysis of the logi? 
cal/grammatical form of an utterance, all 

by itself, should entail necessary psycho? 
logical connections between our rational 
and motivational structures. Such con? 

nections might actually exist, and ethical 
internalism might be true, but a critical eye 
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ought to be cast toward a strictly logical 
analysis yielding such deep insights in the 

organization of our contingent psychologi? 
cal structures. The second problem would 
be to register the dialectical complaint that 
Hare captures universalizability by stipu? 
lating it. He does not begin his analysis of 
the logic of prescriptions, and only then 
find that universalizability is somehow re? 

vealed by the analysans. Instead, he 

stipulates at the beginning that universali? 

zability is part of the analysandum. And 
while such a stipulation is not by itself 

clearly objectionable, for all analyses start 

by assuming something, it would be dia 

lectically and theoretically preferable for 
an analysis of the logic of prescriptions to 

discover universalizability in its analysans, 
rather than assuming it to be part of the 

analysandum. 
The place to begin is with the logical 

form of prescriptions, specifically ques? 
tioning to which part of language they 
belong. One might think, and Hare did (and 
so did Kant), that the place to start is by look? 

ing into imperatives as a "type of sentence" 

(Hare's phrase).9 This is an inauspicious 
beginning, however. The use of "impera? 
tive" as a substantial noun is an unfortunate 

hypostatization. Properly speaking, there 
are no such things as "imperatives"; there 
is only an imperatival mood. Hare has been 
a fan of grammar books, and in 1952, right 
at the start, he pointed out that grammar? 
ians classify sentences into questions, 
commands, and assertions/ statements. And 
he noted that "the indicative mood may be 
of various logical characters."10 And this 
still seems quite right. The result of this is 
that the "moods" indicative, interrogative, 
subjunctive, and (crucial for us) the im? 

perative, taken in abstracto, have no 

logical form. The imperative mood can be 

captured by the syntax of both commands 
and assertions: consider, "Shut the win? 
dow" and "The window is open" (said in 

an appropriate tone of voice). So, since it is 

wrong to inquire after the logical form of im? 

peratives, it must also be wrong to think 
that an analysis of the logical form of pre? 

scriptions will have any thing to do with 
the imperative mood or aforteriori "impera? 
tives." If we are looking to place the logical 
form of prescriptions, we may choose among 
assertions, commands, and questions. 

Presumably, if pushed into this choice, 
Hare would have to say that prescriptions 
are a type of command. And this is unfor? 

tunate, at least in the face of the grammatical 
facts mentioned in the opening paragraph 
above. For prescriptions are certainly not 

questions, and while Hare embraces the 
truth or falsity of prescriptions, he would 
not count them among assertions.11 Asser? 
tions are used primarily to describe. And 

while Hare holds that universalized prescrip? 
tions have "descriptive meaning" in virtue 
of being their being universalized principles, 
assertions will lack the kind of "prescrip? 
tive force" or "prescriptivity" that he takes 
to be the primary mark of commands.12 

The following two assumptions encourage 
us to explore the possibility that prescrip? 
tions are actually a type of assertion: (1) it 
is wrong to assume at the beginning of a 

l?gico-grammatical analysis of prescriptions 
that they have built into them something 
called "prescriptive force," common to both 
commands and prescriptions, which nec? 

essarily (internally) links these sentence 

types with one's motivational structures; 
(2) the idea that prescriptions have the 
same logical structure as, and hence really 
are, a type of command offends against the 
idea that prescriptions must have, while 
commands paradigmatically lack, justifi? 
cation or reasons. 

Prima facie, the hypothesis that pre? 
scriptions are assertions (as opposed to 
commands or "imperatives") might not 
seem promising. And yet when one looks 
at the current literature on assertions, it 
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seems as if prescriptions fit the bill. Mini? 

mally, in order for an utterance to count 

grammatically as an assertion, it must be 
able to carry a negation and stand as the 
antecedent in a conditional (among other 

similarly bare marks).13 Even Hare agrees 
that prescriptions can contradict one an? 

other, and as such seem capable of some 

kind of negation. Prescriptions also often 

figure as the antecedents of conditionals 
in ordinary language. This does not get us 

very far along in the discovery of the logi? 
cal form of prescriptions, however. But 

placing them among assertions in this way 
is a start. And if it is possible to locate a 

type of assertion that seems to have the 
same logical features or implicit structure 
as prescriptions, then we have at least some 
reason to think that prescriptions are as? 

sertions of that type. And if it turned out 

that this type of assertion is essentially 
universalized, then we have even more rea? 
son to think that prescriptions are assertions 
of this type. Finally, if this type of asser? 

tion carried with it some kind of resources 
to help us understand how to limit the 

scope of a prescription's quantifier, so that 
we might gain insight into whom the pre? 

scription applies and to whom it does not, 
we will then have an analysis of prescrip? 
tions superior to those of the past. Of 

course, none of this would constitute a 

proof that prescriptions are assertions of 
this sort. Then again, it is hard to imagine 

what such a proof would look like. 

I. Function Statements 
and Prescriptions 

Function statements are of the type of 

assertion called "ascriptions." All subject/ 
predicate assertions are such ascriptions, 
insofar as these ascribe a property to an 

object. Function statements have built-in 

justifications, can be tensed, are universal? 
ized and carry with them at least some sort 

of resource for delimiting the scope of their 

quantifier. What is to come out presently 
is not the first attempt to link function state? 

ments to prescriptions, especially when the 
latter are taken as a part of moral language; 
the thought has a prestigious lineage 
hearkening back to Aristotle's "ergon" argu? 

ment. In modern times, it has appeared in 
one form or another in the writings of 

Arthur Prior, Jose Benardete, Phillipa Foot, 
Alasdair Maclntyre, and Richard Hare.14 

Perhaps seeing Hare's name on the list 
is surprising. But even he must allow that 
"if an auger will not bore holes at all then 
it is certainly a bad auger."15 (Of course, 

Hare does not take the same lessons away 
from this that are found here.) Function 
statements are implicitly normative by car? 

rying with them standards of evaluation by 
which good can be truly distinguished from 
bad: a heart that unreliably pumps blood, 
or perhaps does not pump blood at all, does 
not function as it ought to, and it is truly a 

bad heart, or at least it is truly not as good 
a heart as one that does reliably pump 
blood. Being good, on this conception, is 

essentially a comparative affair. Indeed, the 

logical analysis of this type of evaluation 
of an item's functions as being truth-apt 
has been admirably carried out, in a model 
of analysis, by Aaron Sloman, who has 
demonstrated how to understand these 
evaluations in purely descriptive terms.16 

Consider the following: When I evalu? 
ate the workings of the brakes in my car, I 

may make many assertions, "They're old 

and no good; they're malfunctioning (not 

functioning properly); they're not doing 
what they ought to do; the calipers are leak? 

ing brake fluid and so aren't doing their 

job; I really ought to set aside an afternoon 
to fix them soon." These assertions are not 

part of moral discourse, yet the grammar 
is identical to what we find in morality. 

Prescriptions, or prescriptive "ought" state? 

ments can, with little infelicity, often be 

replaced by function statements (and vice 
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versa). The links between these two types 
of sentences can most easily be seen by not? 

ing the employment of the idea of a "job" or 
a "role" in each. A function statement is an 

ascription of a job to an individual item, 
based on a theory (in a way to be described 

below). If a heart's function is to pump 
blood, and it is malfunctioning, we cer? 

tainly may say "it isn't doing what it ought 
to do" in place of "it is malfunctioning." 

To see a prescription boil down to a func? 
tion statement, compare "a borrower ought 
to return what is borrowed" with "it is the 

job or the role of the borrower to return 
what is borrowed." This latter statement 
about jobs is a general assertion about the 
nature of borrowing: returning what is bor? 
rowed is what distinguishes "borrowing" 
from something more akin to "theft." What 
it is to have a job is to have something to 
do. The normativity comes through clearly 
by noting that it is implicit though tautolo 

gous that, qua one's job, "one ought to do 
one's job" (cf. the quote of Prior, note 12). 
It is merely a quick step from jobs to func? 

tions, as the job of the heart and its function 
are identical. So, though perhaps a bit odd 
to the ear, one may use "It is the function 
of a borrower to return what is borrowed" 
in place of "A borrower ought to return 

what is borrowed," salva veritate.11 
While these fairly superficial similarities 

are manifest, the case to be made for the 
thesis that prescriptions are ascriptions of 
function lies below the surface. And the 

way to begin to see underneath is to note 
that both function statements and prescrip? 
tions typically take with them some sort 
of implicit ceteris paribus clause. For in? 

stance, swallowing may have different 
functions in respect to different systems in 
the body, say the gastrointestinal system 
and the system that regulates air pressure in 
the aural canals, though in most contexts one 
need not mention which system is involved. 

("He swallowed as the plane climbed.") And 

Plato taught us long ago that one ought not 
to return a borrowed weapon to a tempo? 
rarily crazed or distraught friend. The 
ceteris paribus clauses that are attached to 
both function statements and prescriptions 
have a complex logical structure. That 
function statements and prescriptions are 
beasts of the same ilk is justified by dem? 
onstrating their common deep logical 
structure, while noting the features of pre? 
scriptions (e.g., universalizability) that 
arise in the explication of functions state? 

ments. This is the task at hand. 
Two points of the task's neutrality. (1) 

The thesis being defended is restricted to 
the proposition that, as forms of speech, 
prescriptions are assertions that have the 
same logical structure as ascriptions of 
function. This is neutral on the question of 

whether moral prescriptions are actually a 
subset of function statements. The answer 
to this will not be had until we figure out 

whether moral properties are functional 

properties. If one is sympathetic to the 
claim that goodness is a functional prop? 
erty, having the same ontological status as 

properties like healthiness, then the answer 
to the question is yes, and moral prescrip? 
tions are function statements.18 If this moral 

ontology is not viable, then moral prescrip? 
tions merely have the same logical form 
as function statements. Thinking that pre? 
scriptions are assertions and not commands 

will bear on how we evaluate moral dis? 
course, but it does not commit one (by 
itself) to any particular moral ontology. 

That prescriptions are ascriptions of func? 
tion is a non-trivial yet non-definitive piece 
of a bigger meta-ethical puzzle. 

It might be difficult to see how holding 
that prescriptions are assertions is compat? 
ible with an irrealist metaphysic of moral 

properties. First and foremost, we must not 

forget error theories. But it is also helpful 
to note that the thesis defended here con? 
cerns the logical nature of prescriptions, 
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and without venturing into axiology, pre? 
scriptions are only a part of moral discourse, 
albeit the very important, practical part. 
Substantially, the thesis that prescriptions 
are assertions is inconsistent with non 

cognitive understandings of prescriptive 
language. But it is consistent with the the? 
sis that statements of the form "X is good" 
are (roughly) expressions of attitude. One 

might hold, following Hume, that moral? 

ity all boils down to the passions, while 
still holding that, given what we are in fact 

passionate about, there are facts about what 
we ought to do. The scope of the present 
thesis is not coextensive with the scope of 
all moral discourse, and again, it does not 

(by itself) commit one to a particular meta 
ethic. It may, however, all by itself, help 
to establish certain presumptions toward 

realism, and against such neo-Humean 
theories as just described, in the same way 
that the hypothesis that prescriptions are 

commands would establish presumptions 
against moral realism. 

(2) Just as we can investigate the logical 
structure of moral prescriptions without 

taking a particular meta-ethical stance on 
moral properties, we can also investigate 

the structure of function statements while 

standing neutral on the difficult question 
of the nature of functions. The literature 
on the nature of functions and functional 

explanations is long, interesting, deep, and 

complicated.19 Perhaps our theory of func? 
tions ought to capture functions due to both 
natural and artificial selection. Perhaps the 

etiological or the propensity theory of natu? 

ral functions is true. Functions may or may 
not imply teleology, a concept which many 
(i.e., those unfamiliar with Aristotle's te? 

leology) find to imply mysteries (e.g., a 

future event that can "pull" the present to? 

ward it).20 The logical structure of function 
statements to be presented below is neu? 

tral on these issues. 
And the logical structure of function 

statements to be presented below is that of 

William Wimsatt. His paper "Teleology 
and the Logical Structure of Function 
Statements" is still, after twenty five years, 
the definitive treatment of the subject. 

Wimsatt's theory of function statements 
shows that the proper place for a theory of 
functions and teleology is as embedded 

within a larger analysis of the logical struc? 
ture and (especially the) meaning of 
function statements. This account of func? 
tion statements, is not wholly original to 

Wimsatt, but appears in the work of both 

Hugh Lehman and Stuart Kauffman, al? 

though in less well developed forms.21 

Now, without further ado . . . 

A. The Logical Structure of Function 
Statements 

While the complexity and subtlety of 
Wimsatt's work cannot be duplicated here, 
what follows is a thumbnail sketch of the 

analysis of the logical structure of func? 
tion statements that it takes Wimsatt 

twenty-two pages to fully explain. The full 

theory is a lot of work, and the sketch pre? 
sented below is work enough. But it is work 

with a payoff. Here is the "normal form" 
of a function statement: 

(\)F[B(i),S, E, P,T] = C. 

It is to be read: "According to theory T, a 
function of behavior B of item i in system 
5 in environment E relative to purpose P is 
to do C" (p. 32). As an example: Accord? 

ing to biological theory, a function of the 

beating of the heart in a human in normal 
conditions and environments, relative to 

the purpose of exchanging 02 for C02, is 
to circulate the blood.22 

Let us unpack this rather sophisticated 
formula. (There will be little deviation here 
from Wimsatt's presentation.) 

Item, i: A function is always a function 
of something, and the function depends 
upon what that something is. There are two 
kinds ofthing that have functions: (i) items, 
which can be either material (hearts) or 
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abstract (governments), and (ii) behaviors, 
which can be processes (mitosis) or effects 
of processes (winning an election). 

Behavior, B: By attributing a function to 
an item we assume that the item behaves 
in some manner. Here, behaviors include 

processes and their effects, behavior (in the 
sense of behavioristic psychology), the 

movements of a machine, and "generally, 
anything which would count as the opera? 
tion of some item" (Wimsatt, p. 27), 
including, one would think, a brain. 
We must discriminate between items and 

behaviors in our analysis of function state? 

ments, for one item might exhibit two 
different behaviors, each with its own func? 
tion. To use Wimsatt's example (attributed 
to Bas Van Fraasen), an electric potato 
peeler may have a knife that both peels and 
removes "eyes" from the potato. These two 
functions are distinguished by different 
kinds of movements or behavior of the one 

item, the knife. So, there is reason to dis? 
criminate an item from its behavior in our 

analysis of function statements. 
The relation of items and behaviors to 

functions is especially important for us, for 
it will provide the model of universaliza? 

bility explicated below. The behavior of the 
item is more central to the function state? 

ment than the item itself. We say that: 

(2) The function of the heart is to circulate 
the blood. 

This is variously elliptical, and in one sense 
is elliptical for: 

(3) The function of the beating of the heart 
is to circulate the blood. 

The import of the ellipsis in (2) and its 
explication in (3) is that it is the function 
of the beating, a behavior, to circulate 
blood. If there were some other organ that 
behaved the same way (beat appropriately) 
we would say that it was the function of 
the beating of that item to circulate the 

blood, if it did so. (It is a tautology that 

functionally equivalent behaviors have 
identical functions.) So, we could really 
replace the mention of the item, or heart in 

(2) and (3), with a variable, and say: 

(4) The function of X's beating is to circu? 
late the blood 

or even: 

(5) Whatever that thing is, the function of 
its beating is to circulate the blood. 

And we can see that the specification of a 

particular item is not necessary. The idea 
that any two objects which are "function? 

ally equivalent" can be substituted for one 
another without loss indicates that it is the 
behavior and not the item behaving that is 

primary in function statements. 
We still need the variable / in our analy? 

sis, however. This is because of the meta? 

physical presupposition we all subscribe to 

implying that things behave, and so we will 
need a place holder specifying the exist? 
ence of something that is exhibiting the 
functional behavior. For this reason, the 
variable / retains an (albeit subordinate, 
lower case) place in the analysis. In other 

words, we need only to save a place for 
the item in our analysis, and we need not 

specify exactly what it is. How this figures 
in our discussion of universalizability will 

be seen below. 

System, S: As noted above, regarding 
swallowing, an item behaving in a particu? 
lar way may be playing a functional role 
in more than one system, even given a 

single theory T. Thus, to give a second ex? 

ample, according to biological theory, one 

function of the expansion of a mammal's 

peripheral capillaries is to play a role in 
the circulatory system of the mammal (in 
virtue of an increase in the rate of delivery 
and removal of 02 and C02) as well as its 

thermo-regulatory system (in virtue of di? 
lation that conducts more heat through the 

skin). Therefore, in our analysis of function 
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Statements we state that the function of the 
behavior is relative to a particular system. 

Environment, E: The operation of an item 

may have different functions in different 
environments. Wimsatt's example is of a 

lungfish, which has a bladder that can serve 
as a "rate of climb" indicator, since in wa? 
ter it is filled with air. The fish senses 
pressure changes in the bladder, and thus 
does not swim towards the surface at a dan? 

gerous rate. However, the bladder can also 
serve as a lung that allows the fish to sur? 
vive out of water for a relatively extended 

period of time. This is advantageous for 
fish living in areas that suffer drought, 

when the fish might have to survive in mud, 
where this bladder can allow it to breath. 
In water, the bladder does not play a role 
in the fish's aerobic system. Out of water, 
the bladder does not serve as a climb indi? 
cator. The bladder serves a different functions 
in different environments, and our analy? 
sis must reflect this to avoid ambiguity.23 

Purpose, P: The nature of purposes con? 
stitutes the central problem of teleology 
and the nature of functions per se. For the 
reasons noted above, these questions do not 
have to be settled to proceed. But it is im? 

portant to note that there are reasons for 

including purposes in the analysis of func? 
tion statements, given any of the major 
competitors in the literature on functions. 
If one holds a cybernetic view, Wimsatt 

(pp. 21-22) gives an ingenious example to 
show that purposes must be included in the 

analysis. If one holds an etiological view, 

En? and Adams have persuasively argued 
that purposes must be included here as 

well.24 If one holds a propensity view, then 
the purposes will be understood, eventu? 

ally, in terms of an increased probability 
of survival and procreation. There are also 

reasons, that will come up briefly below, 
to think that without including purposes in 
the analysis of function statements, one 

will not have the resources to fully explain 
ascriptions of malfunction. 

Theory, T. A common example of a false 
function statement is that: 

(6) A function of the heart is to produce heart 
sounds. 

The point of the example is normally to 
draw attention to the fact that just because 
hearts do produce sounds, this does not 

make it a function of the heart to do so. 

Why do we think this is correct? Wimsatt 

points out that there are two implicit as? 

sumptions that ground the claim that (6) is 
false: (i) our knowledge (or theory) of 
hearts, and (ii) the kinds of causal laws we 
think subsume systems of this kind. 
Wimsatt goes on to devise an example 

where we discover a new kind of organ? 
ism that uses heart sounds to mediate the 
homeostatic control of various organs, as 
a kind of "acoustical control system." In 
such a case, it would be a function of this 
heart to produce sounds. So, the functions 
we ascribe to things of kind X will be de? 
termined by our theory and knowledge of 

Xs. This "theory dependence" of function 
statements can also be seen insofar as the 
function of a heart is to both circulate the 
blood (given a biological theory) and to aid 
in survival (according to evolutionary 
theory). Assuming these theories make ref? 
erence to causal laws, we may assume that 
function statements make similar implicit 
references. All function statements can 

therefore be taken as being entailed by, as 

being theorems of, an assumed background 
theory, which includes casual laws.25 

The final lesson that can be drawn from 
this discussion is that the truth of any func? 
tion statement is contingent upon the 

conjunction of, at least, two separate facts. 
One is that the theory to which the func? 
tion statement is indexed really does 
contain the statement as a theorem. The 
other is that the theory itself gives the true 
account of its subject matter. We think that 

we have a (fairly) complete theory of how 
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hearts work and what they do, and the bi? 

ology, chemistry, and physics that underlies 
their operation. Even if there are some 

mistakes about our present understanding, 
we do think that there is a sum total of facts 
about hearts (biology, chemistry, etc.), the 

knowledge of which would count as pos? 

sessing a true theory of hearts. "The function 
of a heart is to pump blood" is true if and 

only if this statement is a theorem of the 
true theory of hearts. In the moral case, 

assuming that prescriptions are ascriptions 
of function, the relevant theory will be the 
normative theory yielded when the debate 
between deontologists, consequentialists, 
and virtue theorists (and anyone else in? 

terested) is resolved by all reasonable 

parties to the debate. This will then be the 
"true" theory of morality and its prescrip? 
tions will thereby be true as well. More on 

moral realism and non-realism below. 

B. The Logical Structure of Prescriptions 
Paradigmatically, prescriptions take the 

form of "ought" statements, however, not 
all "ought" statements are prescriptive, and 

we are only concerned with these. Another 

important class of "ought" statements, 
similar in many ways to prescriptions, are 

predictions, such as "It ought to rain soon" 
or "The particle ought to be at coordinates 

(x, y, z) at i."26 But there are differences 
between predictions and prescriptions. For 

example, temporal and spatial indexing 
works differently in them. In particular, one 
can say that something "ought to be happen? 
ing right now, right here" as a prescription, 

but one cannot make the same utterance as 
a prediction. Another difference is that we 
can make predictions for systems for which 

we cannot make prescriptions. It is ludi? 
crous to prescribe rain, yet we (try to) 
predict the weather all the time. This hints 
at the deep difference between prescrip? 
tions and predictions: the former, yet not 
the latter, are normative. Biological theory, 

at least insofar as it deals with functions 
and malfunctions, is implicitly normative, 

meteorology is not; the difference between 
function and malfunction is normative.27 

While narrowing the analysis of pre? 

scriptions down to prescriptive "ought" 
statements, it may be helpful to choose 

moral prescriptions as our paradigm pre? 
scriptions. It seems to be a straightforwardly 
factual assertion that in order to fix an en? 

gine with clattering valves there are things 
one ought to do and others that ought not 
be done. Ethical prescriptions are conten? 
tious factual assertions, and if the case can 

be made on this difficult ground, then we 

may infer it will suffice for all prescriptions. 
Perhaps another abbreviated discussion 

about moral realism vs. non-realism is in 

order, especially since the suggestion here 
is that ethical prescriptions are "factual." 

The word is not being used in any meta? 

physically loaded sense. Again, it might be 
a fact that, given a theory of etiquette, 
someone who chews with an open mouth 
is impolite, truly impolite; moreover, it 

might be a fact that one ought not to chew 
this way. This does not imply realism about 

etiquette, however. The debate between 
moral realism vs. non-realism hinges in (at 

least) great part on whether the moral 
standards employed in making moral judg? 

ments are conventional or "cut reality at a 

joint."28 (Hare has trod nearby territory, 
when arguing that standards used in evalua? 
tions are no more factual than the standards 

by which someone who has never seen a 
cactus judges a cactus "good" or "bad."29 

One wonders whether he would be simi? 

larly cavalier concerning the standards by 
which a heart is judged "good.") The stan? 
dards by which etiquette is judged are 
clearly conventional.30 Consensus can 

change someone from being impolite to 

polite. Compare this with the fact that con? 
sensus cannot change someone in the midst 
of a heart attack from being unhealthy to 
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healthy, nor can consensus bring the dead 
to life. The standards by which we judge 

what is unhealthy or dead do "cut reality 
at a joint," and they imply that a realist 

metaphysic is needed to ground these evalu? 
ations. ("Fact" and "true" will be in italics 

when a realistic metaphysic is implied by 
the nature of the standards by which evalu? 
ations are made.) Whether the standards of 
ethics imply realism and facts and truths, 
or not, is a separate question from whether 
ethical prescriptions can be factual or true, 
at least as minimally construed.31 For rea? 
sons mentioned above, it is a point in favor 
of the current theory of prescriptions that 
it is as consistent with ethical non-realism 
as realism; we ought not to let our philoso? 
phy of language, a forteriori an analysis 
of moral grammar, determine our meta? 

physics. Moreover, there are always error 

theories about moral discourse, or general 
metaphysical theories that reduce away 
truth and/or facts. The analysis does sub? 

stantially rule out a non-cognitive under? 

standing of prescriptive language, and it 

may constrain other metaphysical options, 
or establish certain metaphysical presump? 
tions, or play some other theoretical role. 

So, the next set of steps is to compare 
Wimsatt's analysis of function statements 
with the implicit and explicit characteris? 
tics of prescriptive "ought" statements. In 
this way, the common structure lurking 
underneath these apparently disparate uses 

of language may be brought to light. And 
the first of these steps is to show how 

prescriptions are indexed to theory as ascrip? 
tions of function are. 

(7) You ought not to cause needless misery. 

We may presume this to be a typical ethi? 
cal prescription. Notice however that while 

just about everyone will agree to (7), people's 
reasons for assent may vary greatly. A Kan? 
tian will agree because failing to comply 

with (7) implies failing to treat people as 

members of the kingdom of ends, and one 

ought not do this. A Utilitarian will agree 
because failing it implies (roughly) that 
utility will not be maximized. A Eudaimonist 

(especially one with a Socratic bent) will 

agree because failing (7) implies working 
against one's own eudaimonia. What ap? 
pears to be the case is that even though each 
of these normative ethical theories can pre? 
scribe the set of actions constituting (7), 
each will justify the prescription with the 
contents of their own normative theory. (7) 
issues from a normative ethical theory as 
a theorem. And as mentioned above, when 
the debate among normative ethicists is 

settled, part of what the theory must do is 

give a true account of why (7) is so. So, 
like the analysis of function statements, an 

analysis of a prescription must contain a 
reference to a theory T. 

Contra Kant, there are few (and perhaps 
no) absolute prescriptions in ethics. ((7) 
might be as close as one gets.) There are 

always exceptions and situations in which 
what seems, prima facie, to be an absolute 
ethical law really ought to be broken. If 
this is the case, if ethical prescriptions 
regularly employs ceteris paribus clauses, 
then a full analysis of them must be relati? 
vized or contextualized further. 

This particular relativization comes in 
two forms. The first is that, implicitly, an 

ethical prescription is uttered in a parti? 
cular situation (or a particular kind of situ? 

ation). So, we may say that: 

(8) You ought to <|>. 

is really elliptical for: 

(9) When you are in situations of kind O, you 
ought to ?. 

Given that one ought not always to cj), we 
can see that the structure of a statement like 

(8) has a built in reference to the situations 
in which it is appropriate to c|>. So, an analy? 
sis of the logical structure of prescriptions 
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will have to contain a variable to allow for 
this "situational" aspect. 

It is important to note that this is consis? 
tent with the existence of some absolute 

prescriptions (if there are any). If we con? 

sider the nonexistence of situations in 
which it is acceptable to sexually abuse a 

child, we may see that the prescription 
against such acts ranges over all situations. 
But as long as there are times when pre? 
scriptions are circumstantial, the analysis 
needs to accommodate this fact. It is also 
to be noted that we generally think of pre? 
scriptions as circumstantial in this way: 
doctors prescribe medicines relative to 
situation and auto-mechanics only perform 
procedures (say, adjusting valves) relative 
to situation. 

This circumstantial aspect of prescrip? 
tions corresponds to the variable S for 

System in Wimsatt's analysis of function. 

Prescriptions are relativized to situations 
as function statements are relativized to 

systems. The closeness of the notion of a 

"situation" to a "system" ought to be self 

evident; a borrower borrowing something 
from a lender is involved in a situation 

which could be described as a system of 

interacting items (agents), each with a part, 
role, or function.32 

(It may be important to note that neither 
Wimsatt nor myself is asserting that only 

function statements or prescriptive "ought" 
statements have such a built-in reference 
to a situation or theory, etc. Statements 
about motion are, if Einstein is correct, 

similarly indexed. The point is that when 
all the elements of the analysis are in place, 
the analysans will be peculiar enough to 

pick out only function and prescriptive 
"ought" statements.) 

But there is another way in which prescrip? 
tions are similarly relativized. If one says: 

(10) If you <(), you ought to apologize, 

this prescription may be relativized to a 

particular environment, or, in other words, 

to a particular culture. ())-ing may call for 
an apology in some cultures, but an apol? 
ogy, or perhaps any public confession of 

c|)-ing, may only exacerbate the situation 
in other cultures. Ethical situations (sys? 
tems) do not exist in vacuuo but are placed 

within cultures or environments; situations 
describable as "acting to save face" or "ex? 

acting revenge" may be prescribed or 

proscribed across different environments. 
If it is possible that prescriptions of what 
to do in particular situations may vary with 
culture or environment, then this must be 
allowed for in our analysis of prescriptions.33 

This type of relativization of ethical pre? 

scriptions to culture corresponds to the way 
function statements are relativized to en? 

vironment: just as in function statements 
we have items involved in systems within 
an environment, in ethical prescriptions we 

have agents in situations within cultures. 
And so our analysis of prescriptions must 
contain a variable representing the culture 
that corresponds to the E for Environment 
that we found in the analysis of function 
statements. 

Again, it may be helpful to note that this 
is consistent with the idea that some ethi? 
cal prescriptions are cross-cultural. Indeed, 
this is even consistent with the thought that 
some ethical prescriptions are necessarily 
cross-cultural, like prescriptions against 
racism. All that is needed to include a vari? 
able into the analysis are cases where it is 

needed; in other cases it may be vacuously 
filled. It may also be useful to note that 

medical prescriptions can be relativized in 
the same way, insofar as a list of certain 

symptoms may demand different treat? 
ments in different climates and environments. 
Blood pressure treatments can vary accord? 

ing to altitude. Nutritional requirements 
will vary from tropic to Arctic. As another 

example, an engine running too lean at high 
altitudes may demand a different procedure 
than one running too lean at sea-level. 
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We now come to the role of the agent 
that is being addressed in an ethical pre? 
scription. We have already noted the role 
of the situation or system in a prescription, 
and this can aid in seeing the different roles 
that different people can play in any given 
situation. When a situation we may call i|i 
ing is present, where 4>-ing is something 

akin to unjustified insulting, we may note 
that different people involved ought to do 
different things, and what an agent ought 
to do will depend on the agent's role or 

position in the situation. The insulter ought 
to apologize. The one insulted, if we de? 
scribe the situation with certain details, 

ought to be offended, even angry. We ad? 
dress prescriptions to a particular agent in 
the situation, not to everyone present. (Of 
course, this is consistent telling everyone 
to "calm down.") So, our analysis of pre? 

scriptions will contain a variable referring 
to the agent for whom it is intended. 

This indexing of prescriptions is usually 
explicitly mentioned within the prescrip? 
tions itself, as when one says: 

(11) You ought to 4). 

This indexical element in a prescription 
corresponds to the / for item in our analy? 
sis of function statements. But as in the 

latter, there are reasons to think that the 

agent, as an individual, is not exactly what 
the prescription is addressing. In our analy? 
sis of function statements we noted that the 
kind of behavior (B) is conceptually prior 
to the individual exhibiting the behavior. 

Prescriptions show exactly this same kind 
of relation between behaviors and individu? 

als, and here we see universalizability 
emerging from our analysis of prescrip? 
tions as function statements. So, in this 

respect, (11) is elliptical for: 

(12) Anyone in the same position as you 
ought to 4>. 

or more explicitly: 

(13) Anyone playing your role in situation 
O ought to (j). 

So, in ethical prescriptions, the relation 
of the particular agent to the behavior that 

specifies that agent's role or position in the 
situation is exactly the same as the rela? 
tion of the behavior B to item i in the 

analysis of function statements. In both 
cases, the fact that it is that particular agent 
or item is not at issue; what is relevant is 
the agent's or item's role or behavior in the 

situation/system that is crucial for deter? 

mining what that agent ought to do or what 
the function of the item is. We can thus 
formulate universalizability as follows: if 
x ought to c() in O situations (in Z environ? 

ments), then anyone in jc's position, relative 
to that situation (etc.), ought to c|) as well. 

(Realize that the agent's "situation" might 
include facts about the agent's psychol? 
ogy.) Not only do we find this result within 
the analysis, but we also are provided with 
some terms that will help to limit the scope 
of the universalizability. In other words, 

specifically those used above, an ethical 

prescription is universalizable to the pre? 
cise degree that it applies to all agents in 

functionally equivalent circumstances. 

(More on this below.) 
Finally, we come to the purpose or telos 

aimed at in a prescription. It is uncontro 
versial that (at least) many prescriptions 
imply a purpose that is aimed at: ethical 

prescriptions may aim at eudaimonia, or 

perhaps the greatest good for the greatest 
number, etc.; medical prescriptions are 
aimed at the health of the patient; mechani? 
cal prescriptions are aimed at the proper 
functioning of the machine. In prescrip? 
tions, purposes are ascribed, regardless of, 
or perhaps in addition to, the actual pur? 
poses of the item or agent involved. In 

prescribing behavior, we employ a theory 
that ascribes to the agent those purposes 
that meet the standards established by the 

theory for items or agents of that kind. In 
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common parlance, we say that these are the 

purposes the item or agent ought to have. 
When we ascribe purposes to a particular 

item or agent we say that that individual is 
the kind of item quantified over in a back? 

ground theory, and we say that the theory 
applies to the item or agent. In doing so, 
we ascribe to that individual the purposes 
or roles which the theory says items of that 
kind ought to have based on the standards 
of evaluation implicit within the theory. 
This is no different than the sorts of as? 

criptions that are present in any generalized 
subject/predicate assertion: in saying that 

"grass is green" we rationally commit our? 

selves to the greenness of grass, insofar as 
we will count anything not green as being 
something other than simply grass. We as? 

cribe greenness to grass according to 

background theories (information) that in? 
clude standards for what counts as "green" 
and "grass." This is so insofar as when we 
see grass that is not green, we may justifi? 
ably say, "Something is amiss; something 
is not as it ought to be." (Note the kind of 

theory commitment here is rational. It does 

not, at least without further argument im? 

ply a motivational commitment. More on 
this and ethical internalism below.) 

Here we find another deep difference 
between prescriptive and predictive "ought" 
statements (and another shared feature of 

prescriptions and function statements). 
When making a prediction, it is crucial to 

ascertain the actual purpose (if there is one) 
of the token system being predicted. When 

making prescriptions, purposes are as? 

cribed according to what background 
theory is being employed in understand? 

ing the type of system of which a token is 
under consideration. Thus, if we are work? 

ing with a medical theory, we ascribe 

purposes to the patient, that is, the goal of 

being healthy, independent of the purposes 
the patient might actually have, say mo? 
tives arising through suicidal self-hatred. 

In ethical prescriptions, we ascribe to the 

agent (qua token) under consideration the 

purposes our theory says agents (qua type) 
ought to have, independent of the purposes 
the individual agent actually does have. We 
can thus make predictions concerning what 

Thrasymachus will do given that his ac? 

tual purpose is to flourish materially, while 
we can prescribe that he ought to pursue a 
moral flourishing. 

One might wonder how so-called "cat? 

egorical imperatives" fit into this scheme, 
for it seems that these may take the form 
of "ought" sentences, and yet are not sup? 
posed to have anything at all to do with 

purposes. This is too quick, however. It is 
true that when one acts in accordance with 
the "categorical imperative," one will not 
think about any purposes (for this would 

famously be "one thought too many"); nor, 
as Prichard points out, may one ask "Why 
act this way?", for such a question betrays 
a misapprehension of the motives embod? 
ied in a good will.34 Nevertheless, we (as 
empirical beings) cannot make sense of 
such actions unless the agent will "act for 
the sake of duty or friendship, or act with 
the purpose of not treating others merely 
as means, or act with the goal of becoming 
a member of the kingdom of ends, etc. As 

Kant puts it, "To that [universal] realm [of 
ends] we can belong as members only 
when we scrupulously conduct ourselves 

by maxims of freedom as if they were laws 
of nature" (463); technically, "The logical 
interest of reason in advancing its insights 
is never direct but rather presupposes pur? 
poses for which they are to be used" 

(footnote at 460).35 The prescriptions based 
on the ascription of these purposes to 

agents are categorical insofar as these pur? 
poses trump all others; they will be based 
on "a worth so great that there can be no 

higher interest," even though we cannot tell 
what this base is (450). 

Importantly, normativity arises when 

purposes are ascribed to agents or items, 
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and prescriptions or function statements 
are made based on these. (This is not to 

preclude the possibility that normativity 
may arise in a different way.) But this en? 
trance of normativity does not bring with 
it anything other than more description and 

ascription. A theory of Xs (qua type) de? 
scribes the purposes of Xs, when we have 
defined the type "X" as having those pur? 

poses.36 When we say x is an token of type 
X, we use our theory of Xs to ascribe to x 

the purposes characteristic of Xs, and we 

do so independent of the purposes that x 

actually has. Saying that x is an X ("He is 
a sea captain"), entails saying that x ought 
to do whatever Xs do. (If he doesn't do 

what he ought, that is what sea captains 
actually do, then perhaps he doesn't merit 
the title.) And to bring functions in indi? 

rectly (via malfunctions), when jc's purposes 
are not the purposes x ought to have, be? 
cause they are not the purposes characteristic 
of Xs, we may say that "x is malfunction? 

ing." A discourse will be normative if it is 

possible for tokens of the type of item over 
which the discourse ranges to have actual 

purposes that are different from the pur? 
poses characteristic of tokens ofthat type. 

Let's take a look at malfunctions and 
function statements for one more paragraph. 

We may come across a malfunctioning 
machine and determine what it ought to be 

doing, based on our knowledge of its func? 
tion. (The function of a machine can be 

quite independent of what it actually does.) 
A prediction of what the machine will do, 

especially if it is malfunctioning or in need 
of repair, does not necessarily take into 
account the original purpose of the ma? 

chine, but merely the facts of the machine 
the way it is. If we are trying to make the 

machine fulfill its function or do what it 

ought, then we must take into account what 
the machine's original purpose is.37 Simi? 

larly, when predicting behavior, we use 

theories that do not take into account the 

purposes that the agent ought to have; we 

only take into account the purposes the 

agent actually has. If we are prescribing 
behavior, however, we must employ a theory 
that ascribes purposes to agents. This is 

why in an analysis of prescriptions, but not 

predictions, a separate element will be im? 

plicit that ascribes the Purposes (P) which 
the agent ought to have, based on a par? 
ticular background theory. 

This concludes the formal presentation 
of the logical structure of prescriptions as 

ascriptions of function. Based on William 
Wimsatt's analysis of function statements 

and the work just completed, the logical 
structure of prescriptions is revealed in the 

following general analytic form: 

(U)0[B(i),S,E,P] = C. 

With the assumption that such a statement 
is a theorem of a background theory T, this 
can be read informally as: When / has role 
B in situation S in culture E relative to pur? 
pose or goal P, i Ought to C. Though this 
has been fashioned after ethical prescrip? 
tions, it is intended to be a general form 
for all prescriptive "ought" statements. 

II. Conclusions 

Nothing substantial has been said about 
the motivational commitments entailed by 
prescriptions, ethical internalism, or a pu? 
tative force some call "normative." Again, 
ethical internalism is the idea that the rec? 

ognition of a moral consideration entails 

having a motive. And above, it was also 
mentioned that the present analysis of 

prescriptions only entails a rational commit? 
ment to a background theory entailing the 
theorem (assertion) that x ought to cj), where 
this is best understood on the model of the 
commitment made when asserting any gen? 
eral subject/predicate assertion. In making 
or recognizing an ethical prescription, one 

predicates (ascribes) a job or a function over 

subjects of a kind generally (universally) 
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specified. If this rational commitment en? 

tails a further motivational commitment, as 

is thought by internalists like Thomas 
Nagel and Christine Korsgaard, this will 
have to be shown by further argument.38 
And if this argumentation is forthcoming, 
it will be consistent with, but not implied 

by, the logical structure of prescriptions. 
Indeed, if anything, the present analysis 
sets up a presumption in favor of ethical 
externalism. For it gives a model of ratio? 
nal commitment to a theory, say biological 
theory, which carries no motivational 

commitments, though it might issue prescrip? 
tions (e.g., "that heart ought to be pumping 
blood"). As such, it highlights the psycho? 
logical contingencies that exist between 
our rational and motivational structures. 

The present analysis of the logical struc? 
ture of prescriptions as assertions is better 
than analyses of the past for three reasons. 

First, it reveals to us without stipulation 
the central logical feature we expect to find 
in prescriptions, namely universalizability. 
Second, as is befitting a logical/grammati? 
cal analysis of a certain kind of utterance 
or proposition, accepting it does not entail 

making any substantial moral or meta? 

physical commitments, in particular to 
either ethical internalism or moral realism. 

(Though the presumptions established 
above are duly noted.) 

Finally and importantly, the analysis can 

help in the doggedly difficult task of de? 
limiting the domain of a prescription. The 

problem of analyzing similarity still re? 

mains, that much is clear. We do know that 

similarity comes in degrees, however, from 

the wholly dissimilar to the identical. The 

present analysis makes headway on this 

particular task, for it helpfully tells us that 
the degree of similitude a prescription 
implies can be understood in terms of "func? 
tional equivalence": a prescription will 

apply in all functionally equivalent circum? 
stances. One can hope that metaphysicians 
and philosophers of biology and science 
will one day be able to give us a clear un? 

derstanding of what functional equivalence 
is, and this would presumably help im? 

mensely in the understanding of the role 
of rules in ethics. The resources of the 

present analysis are not exhausted, how? 

ever, for it gives us more than "functional 

equivalence": it tells us the parameters of 

similarity whose standards must be set at 
functional equivalence. The scope of a pre? 
scription is delimited along the parameters 
of behavior, situation, culture, and purpose. 
If, per impossible, two situations were 
identical so that two different agents had 
the exact same (identical) purposes and 

were behaving in identical ways in identi? 
cal situations within one culture, then 

clearly they ought to do the same thing. 
But identity along these parameters is not 

necessary in order for a prescription to ap? 
ply to both agents; they may be dissimilar 

up to the point of ceasing to be function? 

ally equivalent. If any parameter is more 
dissimilar than this, it opens up the possi? 
bility, indeed the probability, that the 

agents ought not do the same thing. This is 
the clearest and most helpful analysis of 
the structure of prescriptions and the scope 
of universalizability to date. 
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to rely on arguing and be done with telling. 
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Prescriptivism," pp. 458-459. 
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bridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), chapters 1 & 2. 
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premise that 'He is a sea captain' we can validly conclude that 'He ought to do whatever a sea 

captain ought to do'." Note this argument leaves as a tautologous enthymematic premise that, 
"Qua one's job, 'One ought to do one's job'." 

15. The Language of Morals, op. cit., p. 101. 

16. "How To Derive 'Better' From Is'," American Philosophical Quarterly, vol. 6, no. i (1969), pp. 
43-52. Sloman's analysis is surprisingly close in spirit to Wimsatt's analysis of function statements. 

17. This is not to claim that all "ought" statements can be replaced by function statements, but it 
is to claim that all prescriptive "ought" statements can be so replaced. These differences between 

"ought" statements will be discussed more below. 

18. See my "Of Goodness and Healthiness: A Viable Moral Ontology," Philosophical Studies, 
vol. 87 (1997), pp. 309-332. 

19. For cybernetic views see, Rosenblueth, et al., "Behavior, Purpose, and Teleology," Philoso? 

phy of Science, vol. 10 (1933), pp. 18-24; Nagel The Structure of Science (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace, and World, 1961); Braithwaite, Scientific Explanation (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer? 

sity Press, 1953); Sommerhoff, Analytic Biology (London, 1950); Ashby, Design for a Brain 
(2nd edition, New York, 1960); Beckner, The Biological Way of Thought (New York, 1959), pp. 
132-58; Taylor, The Explanation of Behavior (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1964); and 
the early work on this topic by Bennett, Linguistic Behavior (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1976). The best exposition of the view is Bennett's. 

For later work on etiology and propensity see Larry Wright's, "Functions," The Philosophical 
Review 82 (1973), pp. 139-168; and Teleological Explanations (Berkeley: University of Califor? 
nia Press, 1976); Christopher Boorse, "Wright on Functions," The Philosophical Review, vol. 85 
(1976), pp. 70-86; Ruth Millikan, Language, Thought, and Other Biological Categories (Cam? 
bridge: MIT Press, 1984); Karen Neander, "The Teleological Notion of 'Function'," Australasian 
Journal of Philosophy, vol. 69 (1991), pp. 454-468; Peter Godfrey-Smith, "A Modern History 
Theory of Functions," Nous, vol. 28 (1984), pp. 344-362; John Bigelow and Robert Pargetter, 
"Functions," The Journal of Philosophy, vol. 84 (1987), pp. 181-196. 

For learning theories, which I find most promising, C. A. Mace, "Mechanical and Teleological 
Causation," reprinted in H. Fiegl and W. Sellers (eds.), Readings in Philosophical Analysis (New 
York: Appleton, Century, and Crofts, 1949), pp. 534-539. Israel Scheffler's thoughts on learning 
models of function are guarded, but see his "Thoughts on Teleology," The British Journal of the 
Philosophy of Science, vol. 9 (1959). Berent En? and Fred Adams, "Functions and Goal Direct 
edness," Philosophy of Science, vol. 59 (1992), pp. 635-654. See as well William Wimsatt, op. cit. 

20. For the best treatment of Aristotle's teleology see Joseph Owens, "Teleology of Nature in 
Aristotle," Monist, vol. 52 (1968), pp. 159-173. 

21. Lehman, "Functional Explanation in Biology," Philosophy of Science, vol. 32 (1965), pp. 1 
20; Kauffman, "Articulation of Parts Explanation in Biology," in R. S. Cohen and R. C. Buck 
(eds.), Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. VIII (1971), pp. 257-272. 

22. This is not to imply that the beating of a heart can have no other function. According to a 

theory of nutrition, it may also play a role in the nourishing the body with vitamins, carbohy? 
drates, etc. According to a theory of evolution, it may play a role in the continuation of the 
species. This indexing of function to theory will be explained below. 

Also, while not discussed by Wimsatt, it seems most plausible to read this normal form as being 
of sentence or proposition meaning as opposed to speaker meaning, for some speakers might not 
appreciate all that is involved in making a function statement. Here, then, we will be dealing with 
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the logical form of the sentence meaning of function statements and, subsequently, prescriptions. 
This was pointed out to me by Marga Reimer. 

23. Note that the environments in which items function may be limited in domain by the theory 
to which the functions are indexed. (The indexing relation is discussed under section Theory T) 

A biological theory will describe the function of a heart in a mammal; the same theory may say 
nothing about what the heart may be doing on a laboratory table. How theories actually deter? 

mine the scope of environments which count as "natural environments" for an item's functioning 
will depend on which substantial theory of function statements turns out to be true. My thanks go 
to Andre Ariew here. 

24. "Functions and Goal Directedness," En? and Adams also say some interesting things about 
the relation of tokens to types in function statements that are similar to comments I make below. 

25. There is a problem with Wimsatt's discussion here that was pointed out to me by Jose 
Benardete. Note: 

(i) The function of the heart is to pump blood. 

and 

(ii) According to theory T, the function of the heart is to pump blood. 

are different. Assuming that theory T does say that the function of the heart is to pump blood, (ii) 
is trivially true. Of course, (ii) might be false as a report of the contents of theory T, and so it is 
not completely trivial, as a tautology is. Still, it is facts about hearts that make (i) true, and it is 
facts about theory T that make (ii) true. Wimsatt is correct in holding that function statements are 
somehow relative to a theory, or are indexed to a theory, yet saying that function statements 

implicitly refer to a theory changes their truth conditions. 

The problem arises because Wimsatt builds theories into his analysis just as he builds in behav? 
iors, systems, etc.: it seems as if any given function statement is referring to a theory in such a 

way that the whole content of the theory is built into each function statement. The result is that 
we end up saying something like: 

(iii) A theory T which contains theorem t, contains theorem t. 

We can keep function statements from being trivially true while acknowledging that they are 

theory-relative by not building the content of the theory into every function statement, while still 

indexing the function statement to the theory. This indexing cannot be made a part of the internal 

logical structure of a function statement, nevertheless it is a part of the context in which any 
function statement is uttered. Function statements issue from theories: they are theorems of theo? 
ries. Therefore, the only way to mention the relation of function statement to theory is in a 

meta-language in which we are talking about the theory, not using it. So, we must remove the 
reference to theory T from within the logical structure of function statements, as Wimsatt has it, 

while acknowledging that any understanding of such statements cannot be complete without not? 

ing the relationship between the function statement and the theory from which it emerges. 

26. Perhaps this is the place to mention a large issue that cannot be fully discussed here. This is 
the relationship between function statements as we have been discussing them here, and math? 
ematical function statements. If one were making a prediction about a particle at time t using a 

physical theory, one would (I suspect) have to include facts concerning the kind of particle it is 

(that is, how it behaves), the system, and the environment. One need not ascribe a purpose to the 

particle. This kind of prediction could take the form of a mathematical function that has a 
structure similar to the structure of, say, biological function statements, except for the presence 
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of a purpose. This suggestion concerning predictions and mathematical functions obviously bears 

empirical scrutiny, and much work would need to be done substantiate this claim. Nevertheless, 
I find it promising. 

27. This is not to say that single utterances may not be ambiguous between being predictions and 

prescriptions. An anatomy teacher instructing medical students who are each working on a ca? 
daver may say "reach behind the heart and you ought to find the upper lobe of the left lung." This 
could be either a predication of what the student will find in the cadaver (assuming the student 
does not make mistakes), or a prescription of what the student ought to find (not assuming the 
student does not make mistakes). My thanks to an anonymous reader who pointed out that the 
line between predictive and prescriptive utterances is not always as crisp as it seems. See as well 
note 22. 

28. For more on these issues, see my "Of Goodness and Healthiness: A Viable Moral Ontology," 
op. cit. 

29. See Hare's The Language of Morals, p. 97. 

30. The best analysis of conventions is David Lewis, Convention (Cambridge: Harvard Univer? 

sity Press, 1969). 

31. For minimalism about truth consistent with the usage here see Crispin Wright's Truth and 

Objectivity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992). 

32. Phillipa Foot, at least as found in "Goodness and Choice," might object here to the thought 
that singular terms, like "borrower" or "lender" imply functions all by themselves. 

Neither 'farmer', 'rider' nor 'liar' picks a man out by reference to a function, though of course they 
name him in respect of something that he does. It would be comic to speak of the function of a rider or 
a liar, and we can only think of a farmer as having a function if we think of him in some special way, as 

serving the community. 

We should note that Foot is considering "farmer," etc., as singular terms as they are used to pick 
out a person: this can be seen in the passage in her phrase "in respect of something that he does." 
The functional role of "farmer" becomes clearer when used as a general term: 

(i) The function of a farmer is to tend the earth. 

This seems like a perfectly acceptable function statement. Note however, that we are not picking 
out a person, or an item per se, but a behavior with a purpose; that is, a farmer when taken as an 
item is subordinate to the farming behavior. (The "special way" referred to in the quote by Foot, 

may well be a reference to the theory to which function statement is indexed.) See as well the 
discussion below of the relevance of the type/token distinction. 

33.1 hope it is clear that this sort of relativization to culture in no way entails the sorts of anti 
realism associated with cultural relativism. Cultural relativism is to be contrasted with absolutism, 

which often is conflated with a kind of realism. The account here, as particularized as it makes 
prescriptions, is quite far from absolutism, but is still consistent with a thoroughgoing realism. 

34. "Does Morality Rest on a Mistake?", Mind, vol. 21 (1938), pp. 21-37 

35. Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals, Lewis White Beck (trans.) (New York: Macmillan/ 
Library of Liberal Arts) 1985, quotes at pages 81 and 78 respectively. 
36.1 am using the word "theory" loosely here. Having a theory of Xs that allows one to describe 
the purposes of Xs entails nothing more than being able to give reasons or otherwise justify the 
claim that X's have those purposes. 
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37. Teleology seems to be creeping in here. But it need not be thought dangerous: in discussions 
such as these, purposes are often reduced to designs, and these are thought by many biologists to 
be unproblematic in a way purposes (final causes) are not. But note that there the purpose is 

conceptually prior to the design, for one may discern the purpose of a machine while its design 
might be damaged or unrecognizable. Here is a reason to think that final causation deserves a 
more primary role than formal causation in studies of the apparent teleology in biology. For an 

interesting discussion on these topics see Marjorie Grene, "Aristotle and Modern Biology" in M. 
Grene and E. Mendelsohn (eds.), Topics in the Philosophy of Biology (Dordrecht: D. Reidel Pub? 

lishing, 1976), pp. 3-36. 

38. Nagel, On the Possibility of Altruism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970); Korsgaard, 
"Skepticism About Practical Reason," Journal of Philosophy, vol. 83 (1986), pp. 5-25. 
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